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    In homes designed by Ronald Firestone, it’s not uncommon to find occupants interacting and coexisting with 

the space as opposed to just occupying it. “My work uses massing proportions and detail to promote comfortable

easy living,” says  Firestone, whose designs are typically reflective of architecture specific to a certain period

in time. “Whether I’m working on a country-French-style home, or an Italian renaissance design, my objective

is to deliver a result that defines the homeowners’ sense of beauty, with regard for function and interaction 

with the environment.” With his work spanning across the globe, in Dubai, Romania, Russia, Indonesia, and

 approximately 30 states throughout the country, Firestone possesses a great deal of experience in a variety of 

styles. Interestingly, however, he favors that of a colonial Mexican interpretation, expressed through heavy 

window details, exposed natural materials and grand proportions, among other defining characteristics. “The architecture of a home should express 

the client’s interaction with society, as well as the connection he or she has with it,” says Firestone. “Whether it’s reflected through bold shapes and 

patterns, graceful styling, delicate details or combinations of styles, it’s the duty of the architect to capture the essence of one’s personal relationship to 

the world. 
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  This elegant home consists of six bedrooms and nine bathrooms, with a 30-by-40 foot indoor outdoor bar, and hand cut stone throughout the 
interior and exterior.  The 20-car garage and home theater are among the many deluxe home features.
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The front entrance welcomes you with beautifully carved Cantera stone and a hand wrought iron and glass double door.



This entry has handcrafted patterns, with six unique marble colors and shades. The marble stairway, highlighted by indirect
ceiling lighting, boasts custom wrought iron rails and ornate detailing.
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 This ultra posh dining room 

features a two-story-high ceiling, 

finished with moulding 

and staff work. Elements of 

distinction include indirect lighting,

 handcrafted marble floors 

and balconies viewing down to 

the dinning from above. 
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This beautiful library is the result of numerous architectural elements working in harmony with one another.
Examples include a black walnut and marble fireplace, as well as a hand tooled walnut and black floor with burgundy leather panels. 
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The Master Bath with marble throughout 
and custom walnut cabinetry.

Powder room

Master Bath jacuzzi
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The kitchen has custom made walnut cabinetry and marble counter tops. 
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Family Room Great Room

Master Bedroom Guest Room
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Game Room



 This pool area and rear facade feature an Uber deluxe entertainment area, complete with tropical settings. All natural stone, a full service outdoor kitchen 
and a luxurious onyx bar complete the outdoor retreat.
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Handmade wrought iron
fixtures.

Underground parking for 25 cars. Hand carved Cantera stone throughout.
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Putting green overlooking the ocean
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The rear yard is landscaped with lush tropical 
plants and an infinity edged pool with a waterfall

cascading from the spa.
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The outdoor entertainment area with onyx bar.
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From the upper terrace, you can survey the pacific ocean.
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